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Laban is hardly a Scriptural nobody.  Isaac's brother-in-law and Jacob's double father-in-law, 

the man was Abraham's grandnephew, the grandson of Nahor (one of Terach's other sons) and 

Milcah.  And if not quite famous in the ultimate sense of the word, then he is at least pivotal 

in the way I have come to read the stories of Genesis and to understand the most important 

message the story of the first book of the Bible has, or can have, for moderns. 

 

His first appearance on the Biblical stage is presented in a perfectly respectable way. Abraham, 

having bowed to his wife's meanspirited wishes and gotten rid of Ishmael (and, presumably, 

not knowing that God scrambled to save the boy from death by exposure in the desert), 

suddenly realizes that he's not going to end up with any progeny, numerous as grains of sand 

at the beach or otherwise, unless he gets his younger son, married off. Or perhaps we are to 

imagine that it is just old age that is finally getting to him–although he still has thirty-five 

years to live, he is already 140 at this point in the story and, even in Biblical terms, no spring 

rooster. Or perhaps he was just afraid that God might not stay his hand at the last moment the 

next time he’s sent off to sacrifice Isaac...which act of ultimate obedience was going to be 

marginally more palatable if Isaac could be coaxed into producing some children before his 

date with destiny. Or maybe it was nothing more complicated than that an awful sense of 

mortality seized Abraham after the ordeal of witnessing his wife's death (from undisclosed 

causes, but presumably not from remorse) and arranging for her splendid burial. 

 

For whatever reason, Abraham decides to act. He sends his major-domo off to his people back 

in Iraq to find a suitable wife for Isaac from the only acceptable family Abraham could think 

of: his own.  The whole story is a complicated one, but the upshot is that the servant goes off 



 

 

 

and, almost immediately upon arriving in the city of Nahor, comes across a lovely maiden 

named Rebecca who is not only beautiful, but who, as the granddaughter of Abraham's 

brother, is of precisely the right stock. At any rate, it's the usual first date with a future father-

in-law's manservant: she waters his camels, he gives her a golden nose ring (and, as we learn 

from the account Scripture presents as his own recollection of the event, snaps it on her nose 

himself)...and it's a done deal! 

 

And then in steps Laban. He takes one look, immediately seizes the situation–the nose ring, 

the heavy gold bracelets (each one ten times the ring's weight) and the contented camels 

appear to have said it all to Rebecca's watchful brother–and knows precisely what to do. He 

and his father–who steps forward this single time into the narrative onto to step immediately 

back into deserved or undeserved obscurity–agree that Rebecca can go to Canaan with 

Abraham's trusty servant. They all accept some more presents–some gold and silver trinkets 

and some clothing for Rebecca and some dried fruit–so Rashi–for her brother and mother (who 

has suddenly appeared out of nowhere to replace Bethuel in the story.)  

 

At any rate, it all ends well. The servant spends the night, Laban and his mother make the 

appropriate suggestion that he stay on with them for another ten days before heading out, then 

gracefully allow him to decline and leave immediately. They go through the formal gesture of 

asking Rebecca if she will give her consent to the union (without mentioning that Laban and 

his father have already given their own unconditional assent–and without theorizing about 

what might happen if she declines) and that, more or less, is that. 

 

So that's how we first meet Laban: a caring brother who knows the finger of God when it 

points at him, who speaks openly about the degree to which he is sensitive to the role of God 

in the affairs of terrestrials below ("...in that the whole matter has come from God, who are we 

even to have an opinion?"), who is willing to broker the marriage of a beloved sister for a bag 

of trail mix and the pleasure of not thwarting the will of the Almighty. More to the point, 

Laban uses the personal name of God in his remark and nobody in the story flinches–not his 



 

 

 

 

shadowy mother or father, not his nose-ringed sister, not Abraham's servant or any of his own 

servants–or asks whom it is he is talking about. The Labans, we can only presume, were 

worshippers of the same God as everybody else in the family and knew his name just as well 

as Abraham, of whom Scripture reports repeatedly that he "invoked the Lord by name." 

 

The next time we see Laban, half a lifetime has passed and it is Jacob, Isaac's son, who is 

travelling east to find a bride from his own stock (and, simultaneously and conveniently, to 

save his neck from his brother's murderous rage.) Isaac, who was an aging bachelor of forty in 

somewhat pressing need of a bride when we last looked in on him, is now even older: he was 

sixty when his twins were born and now he's past the century mark. (Esau, the older of the 

twins, married his two Hittite brides when he was forty and Scripture declares almost 

explicitly that Esau's first marriages preceded Jacob's flight to Mesopotamia.) Laban, of course, 

is at least sixty years older too. Indeed, whereas he was a man who lived with his mother and 

father the last time we looked, he is now a grown man with his own marriageable daughters 

(and enough adult sons to make their presence felt at least briefly before disappearing back 

into the wings) and no parents in sight. Of a wife, Scripture says nothing at all. 

 

And so Jacob arrives on Laban's turf. He runs first of all into Laban's beautiful daughter Rachel 

and manages to kiss her before he is overcome by emotion and bursts into tears, but Laban 

himself isn't long in showing up and his behavior is, as always, impeccable: he embraces and 

kisses his nephew, then takes him home, puts him up for a month and, lest Jacob take his 

warmth for just everyday, come-as-you-may hospitality, acknowledges him specifically as "his 

bone and his flesh," as his kith and kin, as family. 

 

Jacob, like any decent guest, makes himself useful in his uncle's home–so much so that Laban 

finally offers to pay him a salary. Jacob, however, has another idea: he'll work for his uncle, 

but he wants Laban's younger daughter Rachel as his wife. Now this sounds reasonable enough 

to the reader: the text has already paused both to note Rachel's great beauty and to damn poor 

Leah with the faintest of praise by noting that, well, she had nice eyes, the Biblical equivalent 



 

 

 

 

of my mother's "...but she has such a lovely personality!" 

 

The rest of the story is the well-known part. Jacob serves his uncle for seven long years to earn 

her bride-price only to find on his wedding night that he has ended up with the wrong sister.  

Now that whole story is so well known that I hardly have to recount it...except that I don't 

think the story as everybody knows it is quite correct.  In fact, I think there's something quite 

unusual at work here, something that requires just a bit of slightly vigorous, slightly outrageous 

textual archeology to uncover, something that, I think, has within it the larger point for the 

sake of which the story is preserved in Scripture in the first place. 

 

Let's go through the story again. Laban offers Jacob a salary. Jacob declines, or rather makes a 

counter-offer: he'll work for seven years to pay off (in advance) the bride-price of a delectable 

young virgin like Rachel and they can call it square. Laban agrees, observing that the whole 

thing is a win-win situation: he gets seven years worth of indentured servitude and a groom 

for his daughter from the only truly acceptable family–his own–and Jacob gets to marry the 

woman he loves.  Now Scripture makes this quite explicit, saying in so many words that Jacob 

loved Rachel and was, therefore, not unhappy to be in a position to earn her as a bride no 

matter how high the price.  Then, as though the reader might possibly be unfamiliar with the 

extremes to which men will sometimes go to marry the women they love, the text observes 

that Jacob's longing–the text says "his love"–for Rachel was such that he barely even noticed 

the time as it passed. 

 

Now the story gets good. The seventh year ends–Scripture suggests just how quickly the time 

fled by covering all seven years in the space between the last word of one verse and the first 

of the next–and Jacob wants his bride. Laban, the text says, doesn't respond in words, but 

merely gathers his clan together for a feast. Night falls. Laban, the text says explicitly, then 

takes his elder daughter and brings her to Jacob who, in the way of bridegrooms on their 

wedding nights, “goes in unto her.” 

 



 

 

 

 

Now this is all strange enough, but what follows is even weirder. The text pauses now to note 

that Laban gave his maidservant Zilpah to Leah as a wedding present, but without making 

clear why, precisely, this detail needs to be mentioned at this precise moment. Surely Laban 

didn't wait until Jacob was busy going in unto his fiancée's sister to present her with her human 

wedding gift! 

 

Whatever the detail about Zilpah is supposed to suggest, the text then undergoes an 

unexpected sea change. Morning comes and Jacob, the book says, is outraged to discover Leah 

lying next to him. He complains bitterly to the wily Laban–I'll return to this in a minute–who 

fobs off his complaint by noting rather laconically, as though this were a perfectly cogent 

thought, that families "in his place" marry off their older daughters before the younger ones. 

He doesn't mention if this is an absolutely incontrovertible rule that may never, ever be broken 

or simply a handy peg on which to hang his treachery, but he does–conveniently–have a 

solution to propose: Jacob can marry Rachel in just a week's time if he'll agree to another seven 

years of service. Now later on Israelite law would prohibit simultaneous marriage to two 

sisters, but this story does not appear to know of any such prohibition and the deal goes 

through. Jacob waits a week, marries Rachel and then proceeds to get back to work for his 

double-father-in-law. Laban gives Rachel another of his servants, a maid named Bilhah. Rachel 

too, the text delicately notes, gets gone in unto and, apparently on the spot, becomes the 

favored, more loved wife. End of story. 

 

The story, as I said, is so well known that it's almost a shock actually to read it in its original 

setting. Because there is another story peeping through the lines of Scripture, one not entirely 

different from the one I just told, but different enough to make a difference...and, I think, to 

teach a deep lesson about people of faith. 

 

Let's start again again. Jacob finishes working off his seven years and he's more than ready to 

go in unto his new bride. (Who wouldn't be?) He ticks off the days on his time card until he's 

finished a solid seven years of service, then approaches Laban with the good news. Laban, far 



 

 

 

 

from being amazed, responds with his customary good grace and organizes a wedding feast. 

Everything is going according to schedule. 

 

"But when evening fell, he–Laban–took his daughter Leah and brought her to him–to Jacob–

and he–Jacob–went in unto her." Not: he waits until Jacob is too drunk to know the difference, 

then switches brides on him. Not: he waits until the night is its darkest and then switches girls 

on the hapless Jacob, all the while hoping that Leah is going to have the brains to keep her 

mouth hermetically sealed while being gone in unto. Not: the wily Laban, seeking to fool the 

naive, innocent Jacob, hatches a diabolical plot.... 

 

What the book does say clearly and in so many words is that Laban brought Leah to Jacob. 

Was Jacob such a complete dimwit that he could spend his wedding night with his sister-in-

law instead of his bride without noticing that he was going in unto the wrong woman? (Were 

Rachel and Leah twins? Certainly not identical ones–that, the Biblical text makes clear when 

it makes a special point of noting that they didn't look alike, that Rachel was beautiful and 

Leah had, well, pretty eyes. Now it's so that the way the Bible speaks of them–"the name of 

the older daughter was Leah and the name of the younger, Rachel"–leaves open the possibility 

that they were fraternal twins–and multiple births did indeed run in that family–but how 

would that explain Jacob's inability to recognize his own beloved fiancée? And even if the 

comment about Leah's eyes means that they were weak rather than comely–the Hebrew could 

go either way–that would only excuse her not recognizing him, not the other way around. 

And not too convincingly in the her-to-him direction either, I don't think. I mean, really....) 

 

So let's get back to the nuptial tent. It's dark in the wigwam...and it's true that Scripture does 

refer elsewhere to Jacob as a simpleton...but still, did the sisters have the same texture to their 

skin?  Were their breasts shaped precisely the same way? Did they both wear their hair in 

identical styles? Did they wear the same perfume and have such similar lips that no one could 

tell them apart, not even someone sharing a kiss with them in bed alone at night with no 

outside distractions at all? 



 

 

 

 

And what about all that going in unto stuff?  No pillow talk at all? Not a word? Not a few 

erotic suggestions whispered into a long longed-for lover's all-too-willing ear? And while 

we're on the subject...what was Leah's precise role in the deception? Surely no matter how 

poor her eyesight may have been, she knew she wasn't supposed to be gone in unto by the 

groom on the night of his marriage to her own younger sister! Was she a willing partner in the 

deception? Was she herself in love with her handsome second-cousin-once-removed and 

therefore so happy to get into his bed that nothing else really mattered? More to the point: is 

the question perhaps not whether she was in love with Jacob at all, but only whether she was 

in love with him enough to make it possible for her to betray her own sister on her–Rachel's–

own wedding night? 

 

And while we're asking questions, we might also ask where Rachel slept that night.  Surely 

she must have noticed that her husband wasn't by her side when she went to bed on her 

wedding night! And where, precisely, did she think Jacob was if he wasn't next to her? Did 

she take note of Leah's mysterious absence from the festivities? Did she put two and two (or 

rather, one and one) together? And why, precisely, does Scripture not say that Laban deceived 

Jacob, merely that he brought him his elder daughter? 

 

Now it's true that Jacob himself accuses Laban of tricking him. "Why have you swindled me?" 

he asks semi-pathetically the very next morning as he takes formal note of the identity of the 

woman he woke up next to. But nothing in the story really suggests that he was as amazed 

upon awakening as he professes to be...and, frankly, none of the story's details hang together 

all that well if we take the charge at face value and assume that this was all nothing more than 

a clever con job by a sly father out to get an elderly ugly daughter married off before the 

younger one leaves them both at home alone to grow old together. 

 

I think Jacob knew all too well what he was doing. As did Laban. As did Leah.  And as 

probably did Rachel. And I think I can guess what inspired the whole subterfuge, who planned 

it, who granted it some odd sort of before-the-fact legitimacy...and what it may well have all 



 

 

 

 

been about. I also think I can intuit why this story is presented in Scripture...and what the 

faithful are supposed to learn from it about their own spiritual lives. 

 

What if we–the readers–are supposed to intuit that Jacob and Leah had already been intimate 

with each other? Rashi says that Jacob was eighty-four years old when this was all happening, 

but he isn't portrayed in the story as an old man at all. On the contrary, he is depicted as a 

young, vigorous herdsman who has just walked (by himself!) from Canaan to Iraq, who is about 

to father more than a dozen children on four different women and who will still have the 

physical strength decades later to wrestle with a powerful opponent for hours. So let's imagine 

it this way instead. He's young. He's robust. He's in love...but he can't defile his beloved before 

their marriage, can't even allow himself to get in a situation where he might be overcome by 

his desire for her. He worships the beautiful Rachel from afar–they are all living in Laban's 

compound, after all–but he won't go near her. And her brothers, whom Scripture mentions 

only twice without naming them or otherwise giving us any information at all about them, are 

floating around in the periphery should he abandon his scruples and decide to jump the gun 

even by a little bit. 

 

Leah, of course, is another story. I think of her as tall and gangly, myopic and very, very thin. 

Scripture notes that Rachel was not only beautiful, but that she also had a great figure...but 

about Leah's looks, the book can only muster the energy to offer the shallowest of compliments 

about her eyes. She's older than Rachel, but in my mind's eye I see her as more than merely 

older: I see her as the elderly, flat-chested sister, the one with sallow skin, bug eyes and slightly 

sour breath, sort of like the ancient Mesopotamian version of Olive Oyl. The same voice, too. 

 

But no man is entirely impervious to desire. And when there's an inaccessible love object 

putting it all on daily entirely inaccessible display and an alternate choice available who isn't 

getting so many other dates anyway, who is half in love with a man whose passions are being 

aroused and doused so frequently that even he can't keep track of their ebb and flow, who is 

more or less willing to do anything, easily including surrendering her unwanted virtue, to 



 

 

 

 

avoid getting left at home one day with an aging, incontinent father...who knows what can't 

happen? And what if her brothers, anxious to hook her up with anybody at all, had the brains 

(for once) to hang back, hoping against hope that a situation might constitute itself in which 

said frustrated man might not have, in the end, no choice but to marry their ugly sister if he 

even had been hoping to end up in bed with the sister any man would naturally prefer? 

 

So let's say it did happen. And let's say that Leah, no fool for all her willowy bad looks, lets 

Laban know that it happened. And her brothers too, for that matter. All of them. Could that 

be why Scripture doesn't take even a single breath after reporting that Jacob ended up going 

in unto Leah on the night he ought have been going in unto her lovely sister before noting 

that Laban gave one of his slave girls to Leah as a maidservant–to let us know that Leah had 

her price as well?  (It's true that Laban gives another slave girl to Rachel when she finally does 

get herself married and gone in unto, but what could he do by then? Any parent knows you 

can't take the kids to the mall and buy only one of them a toy....) 

 

If we assume that the whole thing was planned in advance, everything makes sense. Laban 

brought the right girl to Jacob's tent precisely in the same way his sister, Rebecca, had 

endeavoured to bring the right son to Isaac for his super-reserved-for-the-firstborn blessing. 

Both siblings, after all, had a higher purpose in mind: Rebecca knew (because she felt deeply 

that God had told her so) that her younger son was somehow to become her firstborn–and 

inherit the blessings that come with that august position in the birth order–and Laban knew 

(because he wasn't a complete idiot) to make the best of the fact that the fates (he would have 

said: God) had handed him an opportunity to marry off his (now deflowered, hence even less 

marriageable and, in any event, remarkably homely) elder daughter. Jacob, of course, knew all 

too well what he had done and that he had no choice but to agree to what Laban suggested. 

Leah, for her part, had even fewer options than Jacob. Even Rachel couldn't really object–if 

she made too much out of the whole arrangement, she would be doing her sister an enormous 

disservice...and if she refused to participate in the charade entirely, then she might well end 

up as the sister-in-law instead of at least a wife of the man she loved and who, if Scripture can 



 

 

 

 

be believed, loved her dearly. 

 

So that's Laban as Scripture presents him. His sister's brother. His (sons' and) daughters' father. 

His second cousin's second cousin. Was he motivated by faith in God? Tradition holds him in 

contempt, but the Bible itself is just a bit unclear on the point.... 

 

When Laban finally does take leave of Jacob, the story gets even more complicated. Clearly 

told from Jacob's point of view, Scripture relates some incredible tale about how, after agreeing 

only to take the speckled and spotted goats and sheep as his due, Jacob then creates some sort 

of magic trough as a result of drinking from which the ewes and nannies in the herd only give 

birth to...what else?...speckled and spotted young. What really happened is anyone's guess, but 

Laban is pretty enormously angry when he finds out that Jacob has decamped with his entire 

entourage and all those sheep and goats to boot. He goes after him with his brothers. 

 

The story can be told from a variety of vantage points, but let's focus on Laban.  Jacob claims 

that an angel told him it was time to go back to Canaan, but it's Laban, not Jacob, who is 

depicted–begrudgingly, perhaps, but still unmistakeably–as a prophet. And that single point, 

for all it appears to be a minor detail in the story–and an unstated one at that–becomes the 

linchpin in my understanding of what the story can teach moderns interested in using the 

Biblical narrative as a guidebook in their journeys towards God. 

 

Let's consider Laban's spiritual life seriously. First of all, God appears to him: "And God came 

to Laban in a nighttime dream...." And speaks to him: "...and said to him, 'Don't even get started 

one way or the other with Jacob.'" Now the reader has already heard about the prophetic vision 

of God Jacob experienced when he was leaving the Land of Israel for the east, but this time it's 

Laban's turn to experience the communicative presence of the divine: although readers 

schooled in Jewish tradition will expect to find Jacob serving as God's spokesperson, it is 

actually Laban to whom God speaks. "It was more than in my power to do evil to all of you," 

Laban says to Jacob when he catches up to him, gesturing with an enormous hand towards the 



 

 

 

 

rest of his entourage, "but the God of your father spoke to me last night...." 

 

Was Laban was a believer? That's the conclusion any unbiased reader would come to, I 

think...and it's a deduction more than confirmed by the subsequent scene. Finally finished–

emotionally, legally, probably historically as well–with his double son-in-law, Laban sets up a 

stele on land that belongs to neither of them and, giving it an appropriate name ("Look-Out 

Rock"), utters the famous words in which he calls God by His personal, secret name, the four-

letter name that only truly adept worshippers know: "May Hashem look out for us both...." 

 

Now it's true that there's an alternate story about that final encounter, one that features a pile 

of stones ("Witness Mound") instead of the stele–and in which Laban doesn't mention God at 

all...but I wonder if that isn't the point: that the story in which Laban was portrayed as a true 

believer was deemed unacceptable in certain circles and so an alternate version of the tale was 

developed, only to be intertwined with the original in the text of Scripture as it has actually 

come down to us. Indeed, when it's all through telling us the stories of the stele and the mound, 

Scripture starts all over again and tells us a story that features both of them...and in this one, 

Laban says something even more mysterious: "May the God of Abraham and the God of Nahor 

judge between us...." 

 

That phrase, "the God of Abraham and the God of Nahor", stuck in the craw of any number of 

commentators anxious to push Laban out of the magic circle of believers. Rashi, for one, digs 

up an old midrash to insist that they refer to two different deities and that Laban, for all his 

intimate knowledge of the true God, is–at least in his heart of hearts–a pagan. Ibn Ezra, for 

another, says the same thing. Even the Biblical narrator gets in the act, shoving the exquisitely 

ambiguous words ’elohê ’avihem into the middle of Laban's speech where they hardly belong. 

Unfortunately, those words can either mean "the gods of their fathers" or "the God of their 

fathers", so we're not really that much further along for that effort. And, at the end of the day, 

we don't really have any reason to think that the God of Nahor–there being only one God and 

all–is any different from the Feared-One of Isaac mentioned elsewhere in the chapter or, for 



 

 

 

 

that matter, the Mighty One of Jacob (or Israel) mentioned several places in the Biblical text. 

There is only one God, the text seems to be saying, but different individuals, perceiving Him 

as their personal God, will inevitably refer to Him by different names. 

 

It doesn't seem that hard to fathom, after all, that the worship of the One God would have 

developed in Iraq along different lines than it did in Canaan. Or that different branches of the 

same family would find divergent (but also remarkably similar) ways to express their sense of 

God's presence in their lives. (And while we're on the subject, the text doesn't actually say 

anywhere that Abraham "discovered" the existence of God. Just to the contrary, the first 

Abraham story portrays God as coming to him, as it were, out of the blue and there isn't any 

sign at all that Abraham is surprised, much less amazed. So, all those endless rabbinic 

embellishments notwithstanding, isn't it just as likely to imagine that Abraham and his 

brothers–triplets, I think–who grew up in the same house learned of the same God from their 

same father?  It wasn't like Abraham was the first to set forth for Canaan either, for that 

matter: Scripture specifically notes that it was their father who left his ancestral home for that 

distant land and who just had the misfortune to die in Haran before he got there.) 

 

Tradition loathes Laban. As was the case with Ishmael and Esau, the rabbis couldn't say enough 

rude things about him. In their eyes, he was a swindler, a cheat and a villain, an idolater and 

the enemy of God. Jacob, they certainly thought entirely justified in his appraisal of his father-

in-law's character. And even Laban's daughters knew him, they supposed, for what he truly 

was. Which is why they couldn't wait to run as far away from him as possible. And why Rachel 

stole his gods, for that matter: to save him from himself and his inclination to sin. 

 

But that's not how I see him. He was, by his own admission, a worshipper of the one God, 

Whose name he knew and to Whose service he was apparently devoted. Now this Laban was 

an early diaspora type: he didn't live with the perception so loudly trumpeted by the other 

side of the family that God had given him the land on which he and his family lived as an 

eternal possession, but that hardly means he had no faith in the reality of God's existence. And, 



 

 

 

 

in the end, if the way he chose to commune with God was through the slightly hokey medium 

of talking figurines–if Ibn Ezra is right about what, precisely, the terafim Rachel took from her 

father’s house were-then how differently, really, is that from the idea of hearing God's voice 

from between the wings of the golden cherubs that sat above the holy ark in Aaron's tabernacle 

or from within the talking pillar of cloud that graced the entrance of Moses' tent? 

 

For all everybody thinks ill of him, it's hard to condemn him much. When Abraham's servant 

came a-calling and conceived of the idea of taking his sister back to Canaan to marry an unseen 

groom, Laban conducted himself honorably and, in the end, gave his sister the right to choose 

her own destiny as she saw fit. When his second cousin showed up a generation later with 

similar plans, he behaved with similar grace...either inventing or participating in an elaborate 

scheme–not unlike the one his sister cooked up to allow Isaac to bless the right-wrong child–

to arrange for Leah to end up married to the man who I suspect must have seduced her and for 

Rachel to end up married to the man she loved. 

 

For me, Laban is another Biblical personality in the mold of Esau and Ishmael. A worshipper 

of God and one who, apparently, knew how to commune with God directly and personally 

and a descendant of Terach no less than Abraham, Isaac or Jacob, Laban was poised to create a 

dynasty of the faithful in Iraq just at the same time that his cousins created one in Israel. He 

had that potential, I think...but like Ishmael (his father's first cousin) and Esau (his own second 

cousin), he let himself be pushed out. He knew God. He experienced both auditory and visual 

communion with God. He knew God's holy name and spoke it aloud. But he failed to express 

his outrage when his cousins proclaimed that their perception of God's will meant that only 

their particular branch of the family had any claim to spiritual legitimacy. He failed to insist 

that there can never be any real meaning to one individual's claim that his or her experience 

of God's communicative presence is more legitimate than another's. That the notion that 

people can find their way to God and their place in God by excluding other seekers of the 

divine presence from their midst is, by its very nature, impossible. God spoke to Laban and 

appeared to him...but, in the end, it didn't matter because Laban himself appears to have 



 

 

 

 

accepted as reasonable the notion that "real" religion is what happens to other people in other 

places...and not what happens within his own spiritual ambit when God appears or speaks to 

him. 

 

Moderns contemplating this story should be moved, I think, to ask themselves what they 

consider the hallmark of spiritual legitimacy. Does one acquire it simply by insisting that one 

already has it? That one was born into it? Is religious authenticity the reward one gets for 

behaving a certain way or doing a certain set of things? Does one acquire the cachet of 

unimpeachable genuineness simply by hewing to rules...or by breaking others' regulations for 

the sake of establishing a relationship with God that is as bound by personal, deeply 

idiosyncratic rules as any love affair worth the name. Ishmael, Esau, Laban...these are all 

examples of the pushed out, the disinherited, the spiritually disenfranchised. The members of 

Genesis’ shadow family, their stories are told, I think, to show latter-day readers just how 

permanent and far-reaching the effects can be when people allow others to determine the 

validity of their own path towards communion with God. 

 

 

 

 

Notes 

The Bible lists the eight sons of Nahor and Milcah (along with the names of the former's four sons with his 

concubine Reumah) at Genesis 22:20-24. My remark that Abraham was 140 years old when he sent his servant 

off to find a wife for Isaac is based on the fact that Scripture specifically notes at Genesis 25:19 that Isaac was 

forty when he married and, at Genesis 21:5,  that Abraham was 100 when Isaac was born. (This fits nicely with 

the fact that Sarah, who was Abraham's junior by ten years, died at 127 and it appears from the way the story is 

structured that the events described in Genesis 24 follow the ones in the preceding chapter by a few years.) The 

story of the servant's adventures in Mesopotamia are described in Genesis 24:10-27; the references to Rebecca 

watering his camels and to him giving her a nose-ring (and some bracelets) are at verses 19 and 22 respectively. 

The servant notes that he snapped the nose-ring on Rebecca's nose himself at verse 47. The weights of the nose-

ring and bracelets are given in verse 22. Rashi explains the obscure Hebrew  migdanot in his comment to 

Genesis 24:53, s.v. umigdanot and cf. also Rashi's explanation of the sudden appearance of Rebecca's mother in 



 

 

 

 

the story and the slightly different version of the same story at Berêshit Rabbah 60:12. Laban's rhetorical 

question "In that the whole matter has unfolded by divine behest, who are we even to have an opinion?" is my 

rendition of Genesis 24:50. Scripture says of Abraham that he invoked the Lord by name at Genesis 12:8 

(Hebrew: vayyiqra' beshêm hashem), 13:4 (Hebrew: vayyiqra sham 'avram beshêm hashem) and 21:33 (Hebrew: 

vayyiqra sham beshêm hashem 'êl `olam). The story of Jacob's arrival in Laban's homeland is told in Genesis 29. 

Esau's age at the time of his marriage to the Hittite women is given in Genesis 26:34. Isaac's age at his marriage 

is given in Genesis 25:20; his age when his twins were born is given in Genesis 25:26. That Esau married before 

his brother fled to the east is obvious from Rebecca's remark at Genesis 27:46. The sole references to Laban's 

sons are at Genesis 30:35 and 31:1, but they are only heard to speak in the latter passage. Laban calls Jacob his 

bone and flesh at Genesis 29:14. Laban's offer of a salary to Jacob is mentioned at Genesis 29:15. The text makes 

mention of Rachel's great beauty at Genesis 29:17, where Leah's eyes are also mentioned. The references to the 

story of Jacob and Laban's negotiations for the two brides, all from Genesis 29, are as follow: Jacob's counter-

offer of seven years' service: verse 18; the win-win situation: verse 19; Jacob loved Rachel: verse 18; Jacob 

barely notices the time passing: verse 20; Jacob demands his bride: verse 21; Laban makes a feast: verse 22; night 

falls: verse 23; Laban "brings" Leah to Jacob: verse 23; he goes in unto her: ibid.; Jacob awakens to find Leah in 

his bed: verse 25; Laban's defence of his subterfuge: verse 26; Laban offers Rachel to Jacob if he will agree to 

work another seven years: verse 27; Jacob goes in unto Rachel: verse 30; Jacob accuses Laban of swindling him: 

verse 25.  Israelite law prohibits marriage to the sister of a present or even former wife (unless the latter has 

died) at Leviticus 18:18. Scripture uses the Hebrew phrase 'ish tam ("simpleton") to describe Jacob at Genesis 

25:27. (The word could also refer, more generously, to his guilelessness or his integrity; the same phrase is used, 

for example, of Job, hardly a simpleton, at Job 1:8 and 2:3. Rashi gives Jacob's age at the time of his marriages as 

eighty-four in his comment to Genesis 29:21, s.v. mal'u yamai, basing himself on the midrash preserved in the 

name of Rabbi Aibo at Berêshit Rabbah 70:18. My thought that Scripture notes that Rachel was both beautiful 

and had a great figure is based on the assumption that the phrase yefat to'ar vifat mar'eh at Genesis 29:17 refers 

to two different kinds of physical beauty; cf. the comments of Ibn Ezra and Rashi ad locum. The consecutive 

verses in which we learn that Jacob slept with Leah on the night of his marriage to Rachel and that Laban gave 

Zilpah as a maidservant to Leah are Genesis 29:23 and 24. God's oracle to Rebecca about the relative status of 

her sons is presented in Scripture at Genesis 25:23. Scripture makes special note of Jacob's love for Rachel at 

Genesis 29:18 and mentions that this love far outweighed his affection for Leah at verse 30 of that same chapter.  

References from the thirty-first chapter of Genesis are as follow: Jacob reported that an angel had come and told 

him to return to Canaan: verse 11 (note that by verse 13, Jacob is claiming that God Himself spoke to him); God 

appeared to Laban: verse 24; Laban and his brothers pursue Jacob: verses 23 and 25; God instructs Laban not to 

deal with Jacob one way or the other: verse 24; I am the God of Bethel: verse 13; Laban sets up a stele: verse 45; 

he calls it Look-Out Rock (Hebrew: mitzpah): verse 49; "May the God of Abraham and the God of Nahor judge 

between us": verse 53. Rashi identifies the God of Nahor as other than the God of Abraham in his comment to 



 

 

 

 

Genesis 31:53, basing himself on Berêshit Rabbah 74:16. God is referred to as the Mighty One of Jacob at 

Genesis 49:24, cf. Isaiah 49:26 and 60:16 and Psalm 132:2 and 5 and cf. the phrase "Mighty One of Israel" at 

Isaiah 1:24. Scripture refers to God as the Feared-One of Isaac at Genesis 31:42, cf. verse 53 and also Esther 8:17 

and 9:3, where the phrase is possibly being used as a kind of learned double entendre. Scripture notes that 

Terach, the father of Abraham, Nahor and Haran, was on his way to Canaan when he ended up settling in 

Haran at Genesis 11:31. The possibility that Abraham was one of triplets derives from the note at Genesis 11:26 

that Terach was seventy years old when all three of his sons were born, but cf. the use of that same kind of 

language with respect to Noah at Genesis 5:32. Ibn Ezra's discussion of the nature of terafim is found in his 

comment to Genesis 31:19. The sources of the rabbinic comments on Laban are as follow: Laban was a swindler 

and a cheat: BT Megillah 13b; a villain (Hebrew: rasha`): PT Nazir 9:1; an idolater: 'Avot Derabbi Natan, 

chapter 8. The reference to God speaking from between the cherubs' wings in the Tabernacle is at Exodus 

25:22, cf Numbers 7:89. The reference to God speaking through a pillar of cloud at the entrance to Moses' tent is 

at Exodus 33:9. Rashi denies the existence of Laban and Rebecca's other brothers in his comment to Genesis 

31:23, s.v. 'et 'e .hav. The phrase "Laban left on his journey homeward" is taken from Genesis 32:1. 
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